In the article we study a controlled Continuous Time Random Walk and their position-dependent extensions. We heuristically derive the optimal payoff function equations for their scaling limits. The general equation for the corresponding optimal payoff of the limiting process may be called a fractional Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation. This paper is an improved version of the preprint [1] .
Introduction.
Continuous time random walks (CTRWs) are ubiquitous in modelling natural phenomena such as anomalous diffusion, see [2] . Mathematical analysis of such diffusion is based on the theory of fractional differential equations. These equations are used in modelling processes with memory, see for example [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Our paper extends to the scenario where a Associate member of IPI RAN, Russia. Partially supported by the IPI RAN grants RFBR 11-01-12026 and 12-07-00115, and by the grant 4402 of the Ministry of Education and Science of Russia b Supported by EPSRC grant EP/HO23364/1 through MASDOC, University of Warwick, UK such processes can be controlled, which gives rise to a new kind of equations in control theory: fractional in time Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (FHJB) equations. The introduction of control in this paper paves the road for real applications of these processes in the wide range of problems. Our main result is the derivation of the new FHJB equation, see (11) , (21), (25), (30), (32). Our deduction is heuristic in the sense that we assume existence of all the limits that occur in our scaling procedure (in analogy with the standard heuristic derivation of the Bellman dynamic programming equation). Although intuitively the approach presented here looks appealing, for the full justification of the limiting procedure we use a completely different method, which will be presented in [8] . The background information for the CTRW that we use can be found in [2] and [9] .
The continuous time random walk.
We start with introducing some definitions.
Definition 2.1. Let (γ 1 , ξ 1 ), (γ 2 , ξ 2 ), . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. pairs of r.v.'s such that the distribution of each γ i , i ∈ N, is given by the probability measure ν(dr) on R + , and the distribution of jump sizes ξ i , i ∈ N, is given by the probability measure µ(dξ) on R d . In this scenario, for every i ∈ N, γ i 's are independent of ξ i 's. Let X n = n i=1 γ i and Y (n) = n i=1 ξ i . Define the inverse time process M (t):
and note that M (t) + 1 = inf n {n : X n > t} and M (0) = 0. A CTRW η(t) with jumps ξ i ∈ R d and waiting times γ i ∈ R + is defined as the following process:
Let us assume that for i ∈ N, the r.v.'s γ i and ξ i belong to the normal domains of attraction (DOA) of stable r.v.'s. More precisely, assume that
β ∈ (0, 1), and for every Borel Ω ∈ S d−1
where α ∈ (0, 2), and σ is a centrally symmetric finite Borel measure on the sphere S d−1 . We concentrate on the case α ∈ (0, 2). The case α = 2 is simpler and is omitted here.
Denote the space of functions f (t, y) which are differentiable in t and twice differentiable in y by
Let us denote by A β the infinitesimal generator for the increasing Feller processX with the β-stable law, with β ∈ (0, 1):
Let us denote by −(−∆) α/2 the fractional Laplacian, which is the infinitesimal generator of the symmetric stable Lévy motion, with the stability index α ∈ (0, 2]. It is known to have the form:
and where c d,α is a normalising constant, which ensures that the following relation holds for the Fourier transform in space
see [9] , [10] . The notation "p.v." stands for the "principal value".
3. Controlled CTRW and the optimal payoff function.
Let us assume that we can control the distribution of jumps ξ i , i ∈ N. Let us denote the set of all possible controls by U . It is assumed to be a closed convex subset in R d . ByŨ we denote the set of sequences:
Since ξ i become dependent on control, we write ξ i (u i ). Control brings about dependence of the probability measure µ on u ∈ U , hence the notation µ u (dξ) appearing later. Now
is a controlled CTRW. For simplicity of notation we write
Instead of (1) let us assume
with some continuous function ω(u) which is bounded from above and from below. We are not going to control the distribution of waiting times, so M (t) remains independent of u ∈ U . Let us study the process η(t,ũ(·)) only at times when jumps take place. This is an embedded Markov process. Let the terminal payoff S(t = 0, y) at any y ∈ R d be given by a bounded function S(t = 0, y) = S 0 (y).
Assume that there is a cost for jumping as well as for arriving at a new state. Let us represent the running cost due to jumping by the function f (u, y, ξ). Assume also that there is payoff due to waiting which is g(u, y) per time unit.
Then the optimal payoff function S(t, y) is defined as follows:
It is convenient to assume that for all t < 0, S(t, y) = 0. The object defined in (5) represents the minimal cost that the agent pays when the time until the end of the process is t ≥ 0 and the agent is at position y ∈ R d . Due to the law of total expectation:
Given that the jump ξ has occurred at a time r ∈ [0, t], the conditional expectation of the payoff S at the time t − r ∈ R + is given by the integral R d S(t − r, y + ξ)µ u (dξ) where 0 < r < t, r = t − γ. Consequently, S(t, y) satisfies the following dynamic programming equation:
Scaling.
Let us make the following scaling, which is standard in CTRW theory, see [11] , [12] :
Denote by X τ the scaled X:
and by Y τ the scaled Y :
where
Similarly to (4) let us denote
Analogously to (5) we denote the optimal payoff at time t, where t ≥ 0, and at position y ∈ R d by S τ (t, y):
The function S(t, y) defined in (5) is S 1 (t, y). Now the scaled analogue of (6) becomes the dynamic programming equation for S τ (t, y):
The scaled measures µ(dξ/τ 1/α ) and ν(dr/τ 1/β ) can be defined by their integrals with continuous functions
for any continuous h 1 and h 2 on R d and R + respectively.
Main results.
Assume that as τ → 0, for t ≥ 0 and y ∈ R d :
in an appropriate sense, and the limitS(t, y) belongs to
similarly to (3), and let the operator A * β be the dual for the generator A β defined in (2) . Here duality should be understood in the sense that (f, A * β g) = (A β f, g) for any f, g in the domain of A β . Note that A β and A * β are defined for functions
i.e. f is homogeneous of order α. In our case we use ρ = τ 1/α . Let us show that the limiting equation for (8) has the following form:
Remark 5.1. In the control independent case this is a well-known result appearing for example in [11] and [6] .
We write the dynamic programming equation (8) in the form:
or equivalently
Let us represent one of the summands as follows:
Note that
, and S τ (s, y) = 0 for s < 0. Next, by the well-known property of A * β
for h ∈ C 1 (R + ). Hence, under appropriate assumptions on the convergence of S τ toS,
This is the main point that makes our deduction heuristic. Let us also re-write
The first term in (15) cancels out with S τ (t, y) on the LHS and the second term in (15) cancels out with the last term in (13). Also we have
And similarly to (14) it follows that (16)
since we assume that for t < 0, S τ (t, y) = 0. For convenience, denote
Now using (10) and the notation above we write
Terms with g yield in the limit:
g(u, y),
Here in (19) we have used that in the limit n → ∞ the measure ν(dr) behaves as
in the limit n → ∞. Here we let n = tτ −1/β and take τ → 0. Together (12), (14) , (16), (17), (18) and (19) yield the result (11). Now we describe several variations of the scaled CTRW process and present related optimal payoff function equations for the embedded Markov process before and after taking the limit τ → 0.
Optimal payoff description forward in time.
Sometimes it is appropriate to describe the motion time-forwards, rather than time-backwards, i.e. we may let t > 0 represent time elapsed since the beginning of the walk, rather than until its termination. In particular, this is convenient when jump or waiting time distributions are position dependent. Let us denote by T the time we finish observing the process. Then what use to be denoted by t becomes T − t in the new notation, and the given terminal payoff S(0, y) = S 0 (y) becomes S T (y). Define M τ (T − t) by
and Y τ is as in (7). We study the process η τ (T − t,ũ) only at the times of the jumps. Then the new definition of the optimal payoff S τ (t, y) is
Note that we now assume S τ (t, y) = 0 for t > T , whilst in the previous notation we assumed S τ (t, y) = 0 for t < 0. Assume again that the limit S τ (t, y) →S(t, y) exists in an appropriate sense and that L α u f (t, y) is as given by (9) . Let us show that as τ → ∞ the limiting functionS(t, y) should satisfy the equation
In fact, analogously to the previous derivation, we derive from (20)
Now we carry out the same procedures as for the previous derivation, obtaining (21) .
The next section focuses on the scenario where jump sizes depend on the current position of the agent, and the distribution of a waiting time γ i depends on the sum i−1 j=1 γ j . There we use the time-forwards description that we have just introduced.
Time and position dependence.
Let L u be an infinitesimal generator for a Feller process, and A be an infinitesimal generator for an increasing Feller process. Let the dynamics Y τ M τ (t) be determined by
for every n ∈ N, where M τ (t) = inf n {n : X τ n > t} − 1, and for i ∈ N, the r.v.'s ξ i , γ i have laws µ u,τ (dξ) and ν τ (dr) respectively, such that the following convergence holds as τ → 0:
for any f (t, y) in the domain of A , and
Define the optimal payoff for the dynamics considered at jump times by
where S T (y) = S τ (t = T, y) is a known bounded function and S τ (t, y) = 0 for all t > T . Assume also that as τ → 0, S τ (t, y) →S(t, y) in an appropriate sense, whereS(t, y) belongs to domains of the operators L u and A . Denote the dual operator for A by A * .
Let us show that the limiting equation forS(t, y) becomes
Remark 7.1. It is well known that if no control is taken into account then the Markov chains
Feller processes with generators A and L respectively as τ → 0, see e.g. [13] . In the case without control, the equation (25) is a well known result for the limits of scaled CTRW, see e.g. [14] , [9] .
In fact, the optimal payoff defined in (24) satisfies:
Let us re-write (26) as
We follow the same method as in Section 5. Let us re-write
The double integral that we subtract is equal to 0 because we have assumed S τ (t, y) = 0 for t > T . Due to (23), due to the properties of the generators A and L u , and under appropriate convergence assumptions on S τ andS, it follows that
similarly to (27), as τ → 0 it follows that (28)
Due to the definition of A and (22), the assumption S τ →S, as τ → 0, similarly to how (27) and (28) have arisen earlier, it follows that
The first term in the double integral that we subtract is 0, as we have assumed S τ (t, y) = 0 for t > T . Now,
The double integral we are subtracting here cancels out with the last term in (29), and the first cancels out with S τ (t, y) on LHS. As for the running cost terms the following calculations prove to be useful:
as we assume T − t ≥ 0. Also,
Hence terms with g(u, y) yield:
The term with f in the limit τ → 0 becomes:
in analogy to the more specific case (17). The result (25) now follows.
In the particular case when we assume L = n j=1 L α j u for α j ∈ (0, 2) and assume A = u is defined as in (9) for each j ∈ [1, · · · , n]. Physically, this corresponds to the situation where each of the jumps ξ i depends on n different stable laws. I.e. each jump size belongs to normal domains of attraction of n different stable r.v.'s, representing n factors affecting the sizes of jumps ξ i , i ∈ N. Similarly, the second assumption models the scenario in which the waiting times γ i depend on n different stable laws.
For example, if n = 2, and α 2 = 1, the measure µ α 1 (dξ) is independent of control, and β fixed for j ∈ [1, 2], then we have L α 2 = −ω(u) where H is the Hamiltonian containing all the control related terms. The analysis of well-posedness and regularity properties for (32) in case L α 1 = −a(−∆) α/2 with α ∈ (1, 2] and a > 0 has recently been obtained in [15] . The rigorous proof for S τ (t, y) →S(t, y) as τ → 0 will appear in [8] .
